
 Insightful Reports That Drive Quality Conversations

Quick Prioritisation Tool
Leadership Self Assessment & Feedback Report



Feedback on demand that drives growth and performance 

© My Leadership Strengths

Multi rater '360 degree' feedback is often constrained by

Time: Availability of raters means it takes time to gather feedback
from multiple people (3 weeks+)
Complexity: A 360 report can run to 30+ pages of results, comments
and analysis which can be hard to translate into insights and action
Transparency: Results are anonymised which can mean any
dialogue between the participant and the person giving feedback
(the rater) takes place well after the feedback is provided, if at all

QPT+1 Pulse has agility that modern leaders require

Dramatically reduce the time and effort it takes to get feedback:
from weeks to hours
Unlimited opportunities to learn, address development needs &
improve performance over 12 months
Not reliant upon expert 1:1 debrief each time. More accessible with
video guides and interactive PDF tools to support use
Much more transparency and ownership of the process, direct
dialogue 1:1 with rater

Traditional 360 feedback

QPT+1 Pulse



Focus on the capabilities that are most important

© My Leadership Strengths

The Quick Prioritisation Tool (QPT) is a leadership self
assessment and feedback survey with a unique approach
to prioritising needs. The survey instantly generates
personalised reports which include practical development
content.

The QPT Self report and QPT+1 feedback report work
seamlessly together to give any leader practical insights
they can use in 1:1 development discussions at any time.

The My Leadership Strengths model contains 16
capabilities grouped into four clusters



Translate insight into action with the QPT Self Report
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An accessible reflection and coaching tool that is easy to deploy

Identify capabilities most critical for success

The QPT Self enables leaders to assess their individual effectiveness
and prioritise each of the 16 capabilities. This allows the report to
identify individual strengths and weaknesses in context, which could
be: 

- Performance in current leadership role 
- Progression to a new role
- Potential, in preparation for change

Drive on the job learning

The QPT Self report has a dedicated development section, containing
practical learning options. Development content is included for
specific capabilities based on individual priority and effectiveness
ratings. 

Development content includes key tasks each capability supports;
self-reflection & coaching questions; learning exercises; action
planning tool; development roadmap.



Compare relative priorities and align expectations

The QPT+1 report provides clear insights into relative priorities from
both perspectives, easily identifying mis-matched expectations with
a powerful Alignment Score.

The report picks out the common capabilities that both SELF and
OTHER have prioritised, meaning 1:1 development discussions are
focused on the things that matter most. Written comments provide
valuable context.

Uncover specific blind spots and hidden strengths

The QPT +1 report includes dedicated pages which identify the
biggest differences in perception between SELF and OTHER.

The blind spots and hidden strengths pages detail the items where
SELF and OTHER scores have the biggest gaps. This provides the
opportunity to build more awareness of specific behaviours, discuss
feedback and reflect on leadership intent & impact. 

Supercharge 1:1s with the QPT+1 Feedback Report 

© My Leadership Strengths

Gather insights and give leaders control of their own development 



Complete QPT Self report

Invite +1  rater for
feedback

Both receive comparison
report instantly once
survey completed

Get Feedback

Prep using report & video
explainer

Explore feedback
together in 1:1

Uncover blind spots &
hidden strengths

Discuss Insights

Build development plan
aligned to priorities

Use resources to learn on
the job

Invite feedback from
others & repeat

Apply Learning
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How it works
Fuel the ongoing development of your leaders with the QPT+1 Pulse
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Why people choose QPT  

“I like the way that it only
talks about the priority

areas, that is unique and
very useful”

Psychologist
Phil (UK)

Healthcare Manager 
Phoebe (Australia)

NHS  Coaching Client 
Jessica (UK)

HR Professional 
Antonia (UK)

“I enjoyed the process and
the subsequent discussion. 

I got a lot out of it"

“Found the sessions very
helpful and I personally feel
that I learnt a lot about my

management style”

“Very simple to use and easy
to digest. Great to help

someone to reflect on what
is important in the role ”

Get started with a free QPT essentials self assessment report today 


